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and died of starvation. After walking fairly solidly for an
hour or more, the earth began to take on a more reddish tinge,
vegetation became even sparser., and there was no living plant
more than a few feet high.
Mick stopped us on a little hillock, where there had been
a slight landslide and the subsoil had slipped down, un-
covering bare rocks the colour of dried blood, with the same
suggestion of red underneath. In a depression in the rocky
bottom lay a pool of clear bluish water.
'There y'are,' said Mick. 'That's the beginning of the
biggest	iron field in the world. See those rocks, they're
dam' near pure iron. What you've been walking over's
iron, only it's covered up with silt washed down from the
mountains. But that's nothing. That's only the beginning
of it.'
We trudged over a few more kilometres of the crumbly
red soil, with Mick pointing out new outcrops of iron and
signs that showed that iron existed.
6 You see these dead trees/ and he snapped off a brittle grey
tree that had grown up to five feet and died. 'Know why
they can't grow ? 'Cause their roots can't do down. They
go down a couple of feet, then hit the iron floor and—
k-r-a-a-a-k finish. Some of 'em are lucky and find a crack
in the iron. But that doesn't last long. They soon hit the
solid stuff and that finishes 'em.
4 Know why this place is called Plaine des Lacs ?*
61 suppose because there's lots of lakes here,' I offered
humbly.
* 'Course there's plenty of lakes here, but why ? 'Cause the
water can't get away. It just sits there on that iron bottom,
as safe as if it was in an iron bath tub. Iron—there's millions
of tons of it. But you've seen nothing yet.'
That night we camped alongside a small lake. Firewood
was no problem with all the stunted dead trees lying about.
Mick produced a couple of onions from one of his pockets,
and with a little manipulation with beef and fruit tins—we
ate the fruit first to provide a billy—he dished up a first
rate bully beef and onion stew. With a red coal fire to turn

